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War with Russia? The Dignity
of Man Lies in Your Hands
The Russian Federation continues to insist that
the United States and NATO commit to satisfying
Russia’s need for assurances that its national security
requirements will be respected. But the responses this
week — delivered officially by the U.S. and NATO — fall
far short of the mark. While offering room for negotiation
on secondary matters, the U.S. and NATO have given no
positive response on Russia’s core security demands.
Russia, which is moving forward with military
exercises in Belarus and the Arctic, and organizing
training drills using its nuclear forces, has repeatedly
made clear that failure to respond will force the use of
“military or military-technical measures.” Will those
measures include the forward deployment of hypersonic
nuclear missiles? Placing short-range nuclear missiles
in Kaliningrad? The U.S. maintains some 200 nuclear
gravity bombs in Europe, through joint nuclear missions.
If Russia moves to bring similar pressure to bear on the
United States, how small will become the window of
decision for responding to a real (or perceived) nuclear
attack?
You and I can’t count on U.S. politicians, British
imperialists, or NATO commanders to get this right —
to avoid a situation which, whether through calculation
or accident, could rapidly escalate to an unsurvivable
nuclear exchange that would kill hundreds of millions of
human beings within an hour and devastate civilization
globally, perhaps permanently.
Neither can the NATO/Anglo-American maniacs
attempting to force Russia and China into submission
count on the acquiescence of their supposed partners
and instruments. Secretary Blinken claims that NATO is
unified, that there “is no light between” the views of the
U.S. and other NATO countries. But he is wrong. Those
intent on crushing Russia fret that a single NATO country
could destroy the consensus on which its decisions must
be made. Will Croatia stand firm? Will Bulgaria? Will
Hungary dutifully play its suicidal role? Will Germany,

after its 1941-1945 attack on the Soviet Union, truly set up
another war against Russia? Will diplomats, politicians,
generals, and thinkers break ranks?
This is the unanswered question of the moment.
As Russian diplomats are kicked out of Washington,
D.C., as American diplomats reportedly plan to leave
Beijing, as the media drumbeat for war intensifies and
as supporters of peace are cast as traitors — as weapons
fly into Ukraine, as new sanctions are mulled — as calls
for censorship grow — will you stand up for the dignity
of the human species, and for your own life as well? Will
you overthrow the hideous Malthusian dogma that says
we are too numerous, and the false culture that says we
are animals? Will we be here to marvel at the shocking
observations the James Webb Space Telescope will soon
be transmitting back to Earth?
A crisis of this magnitude — an absolute branching
point in history — demands great things of us. The
LaRouche movement, headed by Helga Zepp-LaRouche,
has warned of the magnitude of the crisis, to which
increasing numbers are awakening, and has committed
itself to catalyzing the needed new paradigm on this
planet.
In his poem The Artists, Friedrich Schiller — the
namesake of the Schiller Institute — expressed the
awesome responsibility that forces itself upon each of us
today.
“The dignity of man into your hands is given,
“Protector be!
“It sinks with you! With you it is arisen!”
Can the future count on you?
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